
Made with love by 
The Arctic Drive.

Tromsø, Norway, 69°N



Your sustainable  
and trusted partner in 
northern Norway



Our sustainable 
commitment

The Arctic Drive use only trusted local partners and we have a broad 

network of partners covering Norway and throughout Scandinavia

01. Local supplier network
01

The Arctic Drive is committed to a zero emission vision. This is through 

our actions as well as being a part of larger international programs.

02. C02 compensated production
02

The Arctic Drive only use locally supplied food, drinks and caterers for all of our 

events we are very proud of our high-quality local produce and partners

03. Local food & beverage
03

We care for our Arctic nature and have a philosophy of “Travel without Plastic”. 

All of our equipment is re-usable, and we do not use single use plastics.

04. No plastic, but biodegradable
0 4

Our values and philosophy are to minimise the negative impacts and maximise 

the positive benefits both environmentally and to the local community  

05. Sustainable operation
0 5



Arctic 
production 
by locals

The Arctic Drive is very proud of our city and the Arctic 

nature of this area. We believe that the best way to show 

off the area to our guests is by keeping all facets of what 
we produce local. We use local trusted partners, local 

food producers and the local community. This will 

ensure that our guests will get the most authentic 

experience during their stay. This belief is also reflected 

within our tailor-made programs where each 

experience is handcrafted to meet the quality and 

professionalism expected by our guests.



Over 50 years 
of experience

The Arctic Drive deliver the most exciting high end 

moments for the most adventurous tourists and groups, 

always a step ahead with new hot concepts. It's called 

creativity and you and your group will enjoy the very 

best moments with our team. 



Customised and personalised partnership with each customer - we 

listen to your needs.

01. Initial brief session
01

First draft of concept, production, timeline and cost estimate.

02. Initial research, workshop and concept
02

Innovative concept development and experience design then sign-off 

in conjunction with the customer.

03. Set design and sign-off
03

Site inspections, introductions and execution. On site personal under 

all experiences and events.

04. Pre-production, checkin and live
0 4

Feedback and evaluation with the customer. Photography / video of 

event.

05. Evaluation
0 5
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Our trusted 
methodology



Made with       by The Arctic Drive

Innovation
The Arctic Drive is often 

asked to produce a program 
that is out of the ordinary for 

our guests, and this is what 

we specialise in. We are well 

known for producing “world 

firsts” within our programs.

Network
Since we are all local and 

been involved in the industry 
for many years we have a 

very broad range of trusted, 

high quality partners 

throughout Scandinavia and 

Europe.

Own equipment
The Arctic Drive is a DMC 

with a difference. We have a 
good deal of our own 

equipment for activities and 

events. These include the 

Tentipis, Arctic UTV buggys, 

jet skis, flyboard and flyride, 

Arctic truck and “Steaming 

Willy” our 1958 Willys BBQ 

party truck.

Flexible
Our aim is make your 

dreams come true. All of our 
programs are tailor made to 

each individual client.

Our unique 
selling proposition

Local expertise
Collectively The Arctic Drive 

has over 50 years experience 
in corporate tourism 

throughout the Tromsø and 

Northern Norwegian region.



Awesome  
products

We will keep your adventure away from 
the dreaded run-of-the-mill affairs!   
We explore the best of what Tromsø and the surrounding areas have to offer. With thrilling small or 

big group tours, overnight adventures and sightseeing that you can get all year round only with The 

Arctic Drive! This will set your adventure apart from the dreaded run-of-the-mill affairs! 



The Tentipi 
Experience

A unique opportunity to adapt your experience to exactly what 

and where you want and to create an atmosphere in the Arctic 

nature unlike anything you have done before.  

The Arctic Drive can help organize your whole event to create an 

unforgettable experience.



From two to thousands…  

Join us out in the wild for 

the best conferences or 
gala dinners! We organize 

everything for you and 

your corporate event!

The Tentipi 
Experience



The Driving 
Experience

Way cool Arctic driving experiences!  Either you choose our 

buggies, the famous big Arctic Trucks or you bring your own car…. 

We will make the coolest Arctic scenic drive ever!



Selfdrive experiences… 

Enjoy yourself or your 

group driving through our 
scenery landscapes with 

nothing than spectacular 

views of nature and wild 

life !

The Driving 
Experience



The Splash 
Experience

It is not that cold!  How about enjoying the Arctic water on some 

of our toys? We will give you thrills with our jet skis, RIB, Flyboard, 

Flyride or wakeboard.



Arctic water… 

Are you tough enough for 

this? We love doing things 
out of the ordinary in our 

location!

The Splash 
Experience



Tailored 
Experience

With over 50 years experience in corporate tourism we have 

become well known for producing “world firsts” within our 

programs. Contact us for a unique and tailored experience with 

our team - awaiting to serve you on the highest level.



Basecamp and 
HQ in Tromsø
O U R  H O U S E  A N D  P L A Y G R O U N D !

The Arctic Drive is based in the Arctic capital of Tromsø, Norway 

which is situated 350km north of the arctic circle. Although this is 

our base we work throughout all of Scandinavia and Iceland but 

our heart is in Tromsø and northern Norway. 

There are direct flights to Tromsø and our region from several 

European cities so we are closer than you think.



M: +47 971 30 001 

E: kjetil@thearcticdrive.com 

Kjetil Hansen
CEO & Owner

Management team

M: +47 934 68 418 

E: kyle@thearcticdrive.com 

Kyle Parsonage
Global Sales Director

M: +47 913 93 704 

E: alex@thearcticdrive.com

Alex Beaton
Guide Manager

M: +47 480 73 344  

E: trine@thearcticdrive.com

Trine Isachsen
Equipment Manager


